Railway Recruitment Board
Patna

Date: 30.05.2014

Verification of Certificate & Identity for the post of CA, ECRC & Sr. Clerk,
Cat. No. 01, 02 & 03 respectively of EN. No.RRB/PAT/01/2005-06

As a result of 2nd Stage written examination (Main) held on 22.01.2012 & Typing Test held on 28.04.2013 for the post of Commercial Apprentice, Enquiry-cum-Reservation Clerk & Sr. Clerk, Category No. 01, 02 & 03 respectively notified under Employment Notice No. RRB/PAT/01/2005-06. Candidates bearing the following Roll Nos. have been found eligible for Verification of Original Certificates (VOC) as well as their identity. The following list also contains 30% extra candidates w.r.t. notified vacancies.

They are requested to report to RRB, Mahendrughat, Patna for Verification of Original Certificates on the date and time mentioned below. Intimation letters for Verification are being despatched to the candidates individually.

The result is provisional subject to verification of original certificates and fulfilling the conditions laid down in the Employment Notice in respect of eligibility for the post. The following result is not in order of merit. Roll Numbers of candidates have been arranged horizontally in ascending order.

Date of VOC - 23.06.2014, Reporting Time - 09:30 hrs.
11010218  11020186  11020291  11040097  11040262  11040438  11050218
11060709  11060805  11100001  11100443  11100670  11110040  11110447
11120527  11120690  11140163  11140244  11150376  11160042  11160048
(Twenty one candidate)

Date of VOC - 23.06.2014, Reporting Time - 13:30 hrs.
11160095  11160490  11170097  11180402  11210304  11210378  11250180
11260024  11260094  11260238  11270343  11270387  11280410  11280590
11290089  11290277  11300252  11300479  11310039  11310302  11320220
(Twenty one candidate)

Date of VOC - 24.06.2014, Reporting Time - 09:30 hrs.
11330234  11330451  11350283  11370083  11400159  11400455  11430246
11430248  11430517  11440428  11450081  11450258  11460045  11460615
11470284  11470579  11480135  11480436  11490074  11490254  11500506
(Twenty one candidate)

Date of VOC - 24.06.2014, Reporting Time - 13:30 hrs.
11500554  11510035  11510289  11520197  11520377  11530069  11530321
11530523  11550072  11550147  11550289  11550344  11550495  11550522
11580192  11580222  11600055  11600109  11600274  11610218  12010392
(Twenty one candidate)

Date of VOC - 25.06.2014, Reporting Time - 09:30 hrs.
12020325  12020345  12020768  12020872  12030103  12060638  12090333
12100361  12110053  12120384  12140060  12140822  12140889  12141093
12170001  12170036  12170105  12170571  12180071  12190695  12200267
(Twenty one candidate)

Date of VOC - 25.06.2014, Reporting Time - 13:30 hrs.
12220238  12220465  12230131  12230167  12230349  12230352  12240318
12250166  12250507  12250550  12260055  12270140  12280010  12280190
12290218  12300115  12300304  12301015  12310189  12320211  12320228
12320501  12330078  12330516 (Twenty four candidate)

In order to take care of the shortfall in the formation of the original panel, the number of candidates being called for document verification is 30% more than the actual number of vacancies (wherever such number of candidates is available). It is also made clear that merely calling a candidate
for document verification does not in any way entitle him/her for final empanelment/appointment on the Railways. The candidature of all the above mentioned candidates are purely provisional and subject to correction/amendment arising out of their entitlement and eligibility in all respects for which the administration reserves the right to rectify error at any stage.

In case, any of the candidate, does not receive individual intimation letter for Verification, he/she may come on the date fixed above along with the counter foil of the Admit Cards of written examinations PT & Main in addition to all original documents.

OBC, SC & ST candidates are directed to bring caste certificate in original on the prescribed format applicable to the Government of India Service. OBC candidates are hereby directed to bring caste certificate in the prescribed format for Government of India service clearly stating that the candidate is out of Creamy Layer. Candidates are directed to bring all documents in original whose copies have been enclosed with the application (i.e. Income certificate to get exemption for examination fee, affidavit for the minority candidates for Govt. of India service). A set of xerox copies of all concerned certificates must be submitted at the time of verification of certificate. It is advised to all candidates to check their suitability according to the terms & conditions advertised in the concerned Centralised Employment Notice. If any candidate does not satisfy the terms & conditions mention in the concerned Centralised Employment Notice No, they should ignore the call letter. Candidates are advised to come prepared to stay more than one day if required in exigency for completing the process of verification of original documents.

While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, Railway Recruitment Board, Patna will not be responsible for any typographical error and reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any.

This result is also available at our web site www.rrbpatna.gov.in.

Chairman
Railway Recruitment Board
Patna.